Dissociative adsorption of oxygen on certain (100) metal surfaces has been modeled as random dimer adsorption onto diagonally adjacent empty sites of a square lattice subject to the additional constraint that all six neighboring sites must be empty (the 8-site model). Here we adapt this model to analyze the nonequilibrium c(2×2) ordering recently observed for oxygen on Pd(100) at coverages up to saturation (>1/ 4 monolayer), under conditions of low temperature and high pressure where effects of diffusive mobility can be ignored. We do, however, propose that adsorption could be followed immediately by short range transient mobility to dissipate excess energy. We first show how exact master equations for this model can be used to obtain analytic expressions for various local quantities of interest: the probability of an empty 8-site configuration (which determines the sticking coefficient), the c(2×2) island edge or domain boundary densities, etc. They also provide a characterization of, e.g., the asymptotic decay of spatial correlations. Near-percolating (percolative) c(2×2) ordering is readily observed in computer simulations of the saturation state. Through a simple extension of the physical model, we provide a framework for analysis of the large scale characteristics of this ordering via correlated polychromatic percolation theory. Corresponding scaling relations and some real space renormalization group analysis are described. Simulation results for average sizes, the effective dimension, and perimeter length to size ratios, of c(2×2) islands, are also presented. Dissociative adsorption of oxygen on certain ( 100) metal surfaces has been modeled as random dimer adsorption onto diagonally adjacent empty sites of a square lattice subject to the additional constraint that all six neighboring sites must be empty (the 8-site model). Here we adapt this model to analyze the nonequilibrium c(2X2) ordering recently observed for oxygen on Pd( 100) at coverages up to saturation ( > 1/4 monolayer), under conditions oflow temperature and high pressure where effects of diffusive mobility can be ignored. We do, how~~er, propo.se that adsorption could be followed immediately by short range transient mobility to dissipate excess energy. We first show how exact master equations for this model can be used to obtain analytic expressions for various local quantities of interest: the probabili~y of an empty 8-site configuration (which determines the sticking coefficient), the c ( 2 X 2) island edge or domain boundary densities, etc. They also provide a characterization of, e.g., the asymptotic decay of spatial correlations. Near-percolating ( percolative) c ( 2 x 2) orderi~g is readily ob~erved in computer simulations of the saturation state. Through a simple extension of the physical model, we provide a framework for analysis of the large scale cha:acterist~cs of this ordering via correlated polychromatic percolation theory. Corresponding scaling relations and some real space renormalization group analysis are described. Simulation ~esults for average sizes, the effective dimension, and perimeter length to size ratios, of c ( 2 x 2) islands, are also presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low diffusive hopping rates (relative to adsorption rates) will clearly inhibit equilibrium of an adlayer during the adsorption process. This has been long recognized for dissociative adsorption of diatoms onto pairs of nearest neighbor (NN) sites, leading to the creation of"permanent" isolated vacancies at saturation. 1 • 2 The appearance of "anomalously" small islands in certain cooperative islandforming chemisorption processes is another manifestation of the lack of equilibrium. 3 Here the shape and size of the growing islands is kinetically determined, as is the saturation domain boundary structure for islands with superlattice spacing. Reference 4 analyzes these features for a model of irreversible c ( 2 X 2) island formation ( Fig. 1) . It is clear that any process involving adsorption with limited mobility onto a square lattice of sites, where adspecies block adsorption onto NN sites, produces some degree of nonequilibrium c(2X2) ordering. One such sample is the dissociative adsorption of 0 2 onto Pd(lOO) under conditions oflow temperature and high pressure, where diffusive mobility has negligible effect. Recent low energy electron diffraction (LEED) studies of this system by Chang and Thiel 5 revealed nonequilibrium c ( 2 X 2) ordering for coverages through 1/4 monolayer (ML) up to saturation, at sample temperatures of 150 to 180 K and an oxygen impingement rateof3.6X 10 13 cm 2 s- 1 • In contrast, at significantly higher temperatures, or lower pressure (or both), an equilibrium p ( 2 X 2) structure ( Fig. 1 ) was observed around 1/ 4 ML. 5 • 6 (This work also checked that effectively no molecularly chemisorbed oxygen existed at temperatures above 150 K.)
Here we analyze such nonequilibrium ordering using an adaption of the "8-site model" of Brundle et al. 5 • 7 Dissociative adsorption is assumed to occur randomly at diagonal (i.e., second) nearest neighbor (2NN) sites on the square lattice of adsorption sites. In addition, it is required that all six NN sites be empty, and thus a cluster of eight empty sites is required for adsorption (see Fig. 1 ) . Here we consider the possibilities that, immediately after adsorption, either the adatoms remain immobilely on the 2NN adsorption sites, or that they exhibit (short range) transient mobility, effectively insensitive to all but strong NN repulsive adatom interactions, to dissipate excess energy and equilibrate with the substrate. (A more detailed description follows in Sec. II.) This transient mobility should not be confused with diffusive mobility, which occurs here at much lower rates, and reflects all adatom interactions through detailed balance constraints on the diffusive hopping rates. For oxygen on Pd( 100) or Ni( 100), these interactions include a weak 2NN repulsion, and a weak third nearest neighbor ( 3NN) attraction, in addition to the abovementioned strong NN repulsion. ma ti on of small c ( 2 X 2) domains is a statistical consequence of random adsorption (with NN blocking). Low diffusive mobility (relative to adsorption rates) means that there is insufficient time for equilibration [e.g., expansion to p(2X2) domains under influence of the abovementioned weak 2NN and 3NN interactions] before surrounding sites are filled. Simulations neglecting diffusion will show that these c ( 2 X 2) domains grow surprisingly larg~ and become near-percolating (percolative) at saturation, although transient mobility increases the propensity for formation of a more open p ( 2 X 2) structure. In Sec. II, we characterize the local structure of the adlayer. We introduce exact master equations for these complicated processes, and obtain Taylor expansions, in time or coverage, for various local quantities. For example, after neglecting diffusive mobility, we obtain very accurate analytic expressions for the empty 8-site probability, which is of basic interest since it determines the sticking coefficient. These equations are also used, e.g., to provide a chacterization of the unusually fast asymptotic large separation decay of spatial correlations. As an important aside, we indicate why the angular dependence of the diffracted intensity, determined by these correlations (and measured in LEED experiments), bears little relationship to c(2 X 2) island size distributions for these systems. To test our analytic theory, we also provide computer simulation results for the empty 8-site probability, and for saturation coverages which are substantially less than the perfect c ( 2 X 2) ordering value of 1/2. In Sec. III, we analyze the large scale c ( 2 X 2) ordering structure of the adlayer. Computer simulations of the c(2X2) ordering are shown, and motivate simple extension of the physical model to facilitate application of ideas from correlated polychromatic percolation theory. Characterization of the near-percolating nature of the order, and many scaling results, are then provided, as well as some small cell real space renormalization group analysis. In addition, simulation results for average island sizes, the effective dimension, and perimeter length to size ratios, of c ( 2 X 2) islands are presented. Modifications to the adsorption model, and the applicability of our methods of analysis to related processes, are discussed in Sec. IV. Finally we summarize our findings in Sec. V.
II. MODEL SPECIFICATION, MASTER EQUATIONS, ANALYSIS OF LOCAL ADLA YER STRUCTURE
We assume that adsorption of diatoms onto 2NN sites, contained in empty 8-site clusters, occurs via a physisorbed precursor at a rate Kp(t), wherep(t) is the possibly time (t) dependent precursor source density. 9 We shall consider models wherein the adatoms are either immobile, or exhibit short range transient mobility to dissipate excess energy immediately following adsorption. In the latter case, we specify a set of conditional probabilities for the various possible final adatom locations (for each possible configuration of the local environment of the adsorption sites influencing the transient dynamics). See Fig. 2 for some examples. This assumes that the transient motion is completed before occurence of further adsorption, or of diffusive hopping if operative (in which case diffusive hopping rates must also be specified).
(!rtlJBILEl ~ (NNJ.l tm-(fffll) 1:il3: = · · ·) cuts through the adlayer; the probability, P[u 8 ] =P 8 , of the empty 8-site cluster, u 8 (see Fig. 1 ).
Rate equations for these quantities, obtained by recasting the exact master equations as an infinite hierarchy, have the form
In the "filling terms" F[ u], one must consider all possible ways that u could be created or destroyed by adsorption in conjunction with (any) transient mobility. Examples of these complicated terms are shown in Fig. 3 for immobile filling, and one choice of transient dynamics. Each term includes a factor of K, a factor giving the probability of the transient motion executed, and a factor which equals the probability of the configuration associated with the filling + transient mobility event. There is an obvious simplification when no transient motion occurs. The "hopping terms" H[ u], which account for creation or destruction of u by diffusive hopping events, have the standard Kawasaki form.
1°
For the important special cases u = 0 or X, one finds that H = 0 and Eq. (2.1) can always be reduced to
The factor of 4 is easiest to understood for immobile filling, where there are clearly four ways that a diatom can adsorb filling a specific empty site (provided the corresponding 8-site clusters are empty). We now describe a simple, but powerful and general procedure for obtaining formal expansions for the various P[ q]. First, it is convenient to introduce or modified "time" variable r such that dr = Kp(t)dt. If adsorption is initiated on a clean substrate at r = t = 0, then we write
Here 8a is unity if u involves only empty sites, and is zero otherwise. Clearly
can be directly determined from the r = 0 value of the filling terms, and is independent of the prescription of H[ u] ( = 0, at r = 0). To determine
we must evaluate a 1 coefficients for all P's appearing in F[ u] andH [u] (and determinedp/drlr = 0 ). One can clearly continue to recursively determine higher order coefficients. In the following discussion and examples, we neglect effects of diffusive hopping, and thus set H = 0. Consequently adsorption, possibly in conjunction with transient dynamics, occurs up to some saturation coverage, 0 * < 1/2, at which point no more empty 8-site clusters exist (i.e., Pg= 0). From computer simulations, we find that 0 * ;::;0.362 for immobile filling, 0 * ;::;0.340 for transient dynamics choice NNN2, 0 *;::;0.331forNNNl,0 *;::;0.327for NN2, 0 * ;::;0.296 for NNl (c.f. Fig. 2 ) to within ± 0.001.
The effect of transient dynamics in reducing 0 * can be understood in terms of the reduced propensity for the constituent adatoms of an adsorbing diatom to end up in the same c(2X2) island. They are always in the same island for immobile filling. The constituent adatoms always end up with the same phase for NNNl and NNN2 transient dynamics, and it is easier for adatoms separated as in NNN2, at low 0, to be linked in the same island. Both NNl and NN2 transient dynamics can produce out-of-phase adatoms; this is almost certain for NNl at low 0, in contrast to NN2 which tends to produce in-phase adatoms at low 0.
We now illustrate the formal expansion procedure, described above, with several important examples. Note that the utility of "density" expansions in the coverage is enhanced here since only relatively low 0 values are physically relevant. For immobile filling, one has 0 = 4r -48-r2 + 564r-... and From a Kisliuk-type analysis of the precursor kinetics, the normalized sticking coefficient can be determined as a simple function of Pg.
9 Consequently the coverage dependence of Pg is of primary interest. One finds from comparison with computer simulations (Fig. 5) , that the quadratic approximation to Pg (from above) is quite accurate for a substantial part of the physical range of 8. However, as one expects, such approximations do not accurately reproduce near-saturation behavior, or saturation coverages (the latter determined by the 8 value satisfying Pg= 0).
To alleviate this limitation, we now demonstrate that an exact analysis of near-saturation Pg behavior is possible. Consider, first, the simplest case of immobile adsorption.
For any empty configuration u. let m denote the number of distinct empty 8-site clusters contained within u •. Then, using conservation of probability, Eq. ( 2.1) can be written in the form It is natural to exploit our knowledge of both the low 8, and near-saturation behavior to obtain a uniformly accurate approximation of Pg. First we try a Pade-type representation of the form
We Table I for immobile filling, and some choices of transient dynamics. Corresponding Pg behavior quite accurately matches simulation results (see Fig. 5 ). Next we also incorporate our knowledge of 8 * from simulations, and try the form
determining d, e, f from the above three derivative constraints. This requires solving only simultaneous linear equations. The results, given in Table I , produce a very accurate match to Pg simulation results (see Fig. 5 ).
There are other fundamental quantities describing the adlayer statistics for which analytic characterization is much more difficult, and some for which only computer sim- (l) couples toC(I') with I' smaller than I, d /dtC(l') couples to C(l") with I" smaller than I', etc., and let 11111 denote the minimum number of iterations to connect with C(O). Then, more specifically, the dominant C(l) decay is of the form 1/( 11111 + n')!, 14 and the lead nonzero coefficient (of (J 11 1 11 + n) in the "density" expansion of C(I) will have the same form. 12 Here n' and n are small integers. (ii) Consider now one-dimensional horizontal or vertical cross sections of the adlayer. Let ms denote the probability ofalinearstring, 00.X OX OX 0 · · · X 00, of exactly s adatoms within a single c(2X2) domain. Then the ms decay exponentially ins, ass--+ oo. 15 This also holds for the corresponding quantities m; associated with diagonal cross sections.
(iii) Finally, we note a more abstract mathematical property of these distributions that suitably thick "separating" walls of empty sites shield sites on one side from the influence of those on the other. 16 This property leads to exact closed form solutions for one-dimensional analogs of the model (see Appendix A).
The spatial pair correlations mentioned above are particularly significant as they determine the LEED patterns (in the single scattering approximation), 17 which reveal, experimentally, the nonequilibrium c ( 2 X 2) ordering in the O/Pd( 100) system. 5 It is important to recognize that the angular features of the diffracted intensity (specifically of the superlattice beam), for models considered here, are not expected to correlate strongly with the c(2 X 2) island size distribution. Calculations confirm this. The latter, and the associated pair conectivities and average island sizes, are strongly sensitive to the near-percolating nature of the adlayer state near saturation (see Sec. Ill). In contrast, the pair correlations, determining diffracted intensity, are insensitive to percolation transitions in the type of models considered here. 18 Standard algorithms for extracting average island sizes from superlattice spot widths 3 will thus have limited utility. The "island size broadening model" identification of size is ambiguous for percolative systems, and it neglects significant interisland interference. 19 Alternative y-type models might be used to characterize island edge or domain boundary locations by finite-order Markovian statistics independently in the horizontal and vertical directions. 3 • 20 However these cannot enforce the saturation identity, P 8 = 0, and produce exponential rather than s\Iperexponential spatial correlation decay. In future work, we shall investigate pair correlations, and the extent to which superlattice spot widths correlate with such "quasi-one-dimensional linear sizes" as mav (2) = ~ss 2 mJ~ssms and m~v (2) = ~ss 2 m;1 ~ssm;, the previously defined mav =mav ( 1) = ~ssmJ ~sms and m~v =m~v ( 1) = ~ssm;l~sm;, and related quantities.
Ill. ANALYSIS OF NONEQUILIBRIUM c(2X2) ORDERING VIA CORRELATED POLYCHROMATIC PERCOLATION THEORY
In contrast to the previous section, here we consider the nonlocal large scale c(2X2) ordering structure of the adlayer. Average sizes (both in terms of the number of adatoms and linear dimension) and the effective dimension of the c(2X2) islands are of basic interest, as well as quantities characterizing their perimeter structure, e.g., the perimeter length to size ratio. Apart from determining values for these quantities via simulation, a primary focus here is providing a framework, via correlated polychromatic percolation theory, for understanding this large scale structure.
First we introduce some concepts appropriate to the description of c(2X2) islands. The c(2X2) regions formed during adsorption can have one of two phases; filled sites within a single region exist on one of the two intermeshed v'2Xv'2 1T/4-rotated square sublattices which together form the complete square lattice of adsorption sites. In the spirit of polychromatic percolation theory, 21 we shall describe filled sites (X) of one phase as green ( G) and the other as yellow ( Y) ; empty sites ( 0) with all NN empty will be described as white ( W) .
Next we describe two natural choices of connectivity rules defining individual green or yellow c(2X2) islands or clusters. Filled sites within the same island must be connected directly or indirectly by: (i) 2NN bonds; or (ii) either 2NN or 3NN bonds. Type (ii) connectivity is longer range than type ( i), and correspondingly larger islands can be obtained by linking type (i) islands (see Fig. 6 ). The various quantities discussed below depend on the connectivity rule, but only numerical results for choice (i) 
-~11r- Analogous (and, here, equal) quantities can be defined for yellow islands.
Here we shall neglect effects of diffusive mobility during adsorption, and present results for immobile filling (no transient mobility), and somewhat arbitrarily only for transient dynamics choices NNNl and NNN2 (see Fig. 2 ). The following basic picture emerges. During filling (adsorption), the initially percolating white region shrinks as the green and yellow c(2X2) regions grow equally. At saturation, white sites occur with small probability,(} Tv, only as isolated sites, pairs, or linear triples (see Fig. 7 ), and the green and yellow regions have become near-percolating (percolative). Table II , we have given simulation estimates for various measures of the average c ( 2 x 2) island sizes, and radii (including the connectivity lengths) for connectivity type (i). Type (ii) sav ands values are much larger. 2s The appearance of large connectivity lengths suggests that ideas from percolation theory should be useful in providing a quantitative characterization of certain large-scale features of adlayer statistics [e.g., the effective dimension, and perimeter length to size ratios, for c ( 2 X 2) islands] . To this end, it is convenient to consider a simple extension of the physical model. For immobile filling, or other choices of transient dynamics where both adatomsfrom each molecule end up with the same c(2 X 2) phase, we allow filling rates for green (Ka) and yellow (Ky) phases to differ (see Fig. 9 ).
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For pa away from pc (e.g., the physically important case Pa = py = 1/2), we expect a different asymptotic n? dependence on s. 25 Reducing the lower cutoff to-5 produces slight systematic differences between the models (reflecting differences in small s structure). The appearance of a d value between 20 random percolation cluster dimension of 1.896, and the 20 random animal dimension of 1.56, should be expected from analogousp <Pc calculations for random percolation 29 (assuming universality).
Some other features of the c ( 2 X 2) islands are expected to be strongly sensitive to the correlations built into these models. These include the ratio of (total) perimeter length (number of empty sites which are 2NN to filled island sites) t to sizes, and the compactness defined via cyclomatic number. 3° For the physical model Pa = py = 1/2, we find that for green (or yellow) islands, the size weighted average t Is 24 Direct characterization of the structure of the external (and any closed connected internal) island perimeters is of obvious interest. Based on the algorithm of Ziff et al. for random percolation, 31 one might expect a self-avoiding-type walk, incorporating suitable short range correlations reflecting adlayer statistics, to reasonably describe at least the local structure for large perimeters. 25 
IV. MODIFICATIONS TO THE ADSORPTION MODEL; ANALYSIS OF SIMILAR NONEQUILIBRIUM ORDERING PROCESSES
We first suggest some possible . modifications to our model for oxygen adsorption on Pd ( 100), which may better describe the physical process. We then indicate how the analytic techniques developed here can be readily applied to treat other similar processes producing nonequilibrium multiphase ordering on lattices.
One might consider relaxing the empty 8-site cluster requirement in the above adsorption models as follows. We may instead require only that: (i) the 2NN adsorption sites must be empty; (ii) if any of the NN sites to either of the adsorption sites is occupied, then, for adsorption to occur, that adatom must be able to reach an empty site with all NN empty by certain types of very short range transient dynamics. The master equations for such models can again be written in hierarchial form, but are rather more complicated than those discussed previously. For instance, dO ldt is no longer simply proportional to P 8 • Perhaps the simplest example is that of NNN2 transient dynamics where, in case (ii), an adatom must be able to reach an empty site with all NN empty via a single 2NN hop. Figure 11 shows a simplified form of the corresponding dO I dr equation, from which we can deduce that here Alternatively we could adopt a modified NN2 transient dynamics where, if possible, both adatoms hop to the NN sites shown in Fig. 2 , and in case (ii), an adatom must be able to reach an empty site with all NN empty by such a NN hop. The dO ldt equation is much more complicated here than in even the above NNN2 example.
One can also envisage generalizations of the transient dynamics prescription of Sec. II to where adatoms undergoing transient motion can dislodge adatoms from previously adsorbed molecules, but where still no NN filled pairs are created. Such dynamics is more diffusion-like. The possibility of creating empty configurations by dislodging adatoms may rule out a strict empty site shielding property ( c.f. Appendix A). However, since typically adatoms are not expected to move far from their (original) adsorption sites, we expect that features of the simpler model should be effectively preserved.
The basic point to be made here is that, although these model modifications will certainly affect the statistics of the adlayer, these changes will not be dramatic. For example, some change in the saturation coverage is expected, but the nonequilibrium c ( 2 X 2) ordering will be preserved.
We have indicated in the introduction that any process involving filling on a square lattice, with a NN blocking constraint and negligible diffusive mobility, will result in some degree of nonequilibrium c ( 2 X 2) ordering. Let us consider perhaps the simplest example of irreversible and immobile random monomer filling (of single sites) with NN blocking. This model is applicable to the description of H 2 0 adsorption on Fe ( 001 ) . 32 A sophisticated analytic treatment of the local properties of this process is available as a special case of filling with NN cooperativity. 16 One thus obtains accurate estimates of the saturation coverage 0*:::::0.365 (c.f. 0.364 from simulations 4 • 33 ) , and the probability P 5 that a site and its four NN are empty. Note that P 5 determines the sticking coefficient in this "5-site model". The techniques of Sec. II yield provides a model for the structure of the first liquid (melt) layer in contact with the { 111} face of an fee solid. 35 Here (} * :::::0.379, 36 and filled islands, defined by a 2NN connectivity requirement, should be closer to percolating than in the above analogous square lattice model. (Each site has six 2NN here compared with four for the square lattice.)
The abovementioned random filling models can be regarded as special cases of, or perhaps first approximations to, more complicated cooperative filling models. For the 0 2 -Pd ( 100) system, one expects slight inhibition (enhancement) of the filling rates for occupied 2NN (3NN) sites to the pair of sites being filled (due, e.g., to precursor density variation associated with the corresponding weak 2NN and 3NN interaction). These effects, which would favor p(2X2) formation, must not be very significant. More generally, for c( 2 X 2) island-forming processes where occupied 2NN greatly enhance filling, an extra characteristic length scale l is introduced into the problem, increasing as a fractional power of the ratio of the island nucleation to growth rate(s). 4 A complete analysis of the adlayer structure must consider the kinetically determined structure of (individual) growing islands of size 0(/), as well as the percolative structure formed when islands merge. Here the connectivity length naturally measured in units of 1.
4
Clearly the extent of nonequilibrium ordering for random filling models with neglible diffusive mobility is greatly reduced with an increase in degeneracy of the ordered pattern, i.e., the number n of phases or nonwhite colors. Since all phases typically have equal concentration, the system quickly becomes "far from percolating" as n increases. Consider, for example, four-phase disordered p(2X2) formation via random monomer filling on a square lattice with both NN and 2NN blocking. This process is isomorphic to the random filling of2 X 2 blocks of cells (or 2 X 2 4-tuples of sites) of a square lattice. 37 ; the p(2X2) islands here will be small compared with c(2X2) islands from monomer filling with NN blocking only.
V.SUMMARY
The 8-site model of Brundle et al. 7 was adapted to analyze the nonequilibrium c(2X2) ordering of oxygen on Pd( 100). We distinguish possible transient mobility, immediately following adsorption, from diffusive mobility (mostly neglecting the latter). Analysis of the corresponding exact master equations produces accurate estimates of the coverage dependence of some local quantities, e.g., the probability of an empty 8-site cluster, which determines the sticking coefficient. We deduce that spatial correlations exhibit superexponential decay for large separations, and indicate why the associated LEED patterns do not reflect island connectivity lengths. Computer simulation provides a convenient check of the analytic theory, accurate estimates of saturation coverages, etc., and is indispensible in the determination of various nonlocal quantities characterizing the c(2X2) island structure. Such results for effective island dimension, and perimeter length to size ratio behavior are explained in terms of a correlated polychromatic percolation picture of the c(2X2) ordering. These analytic techniques can be applied to modified models oxygen adsorption of Pd( 100), e.g., relaxing the 8-site requirement, and for other adsorption processes, e.g., c(2X2)-H 2 0on Fe(OOl ), 32 which produce nonequilibrium ordering.
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APPENDIX A: EXACT SOLUTION FOR 1 D DIMER FILLING INCORPORATING NN BLOCKING AND TRANSIENT MOBILITY
Consider adsorption of dimers into 2NN sites of a lD lattice with a NN blocking constraint, where the constituent adatoms may (immediately) undergo transient dynamics (which is completed before further adsorption). We assume that transiently mobile adatoms are not allowed to hop over, dislodge, or occupy sites NN to other adatoms (and also that their dynamics is affected only by the closest immobile adatoms).
Expressing the master equations in hierarchial form, one obtains a (minimal) closed set of equations for probabilities of empty n-tuples. These assume a "generic form" for n sufficiently large that adsorption is not simultaneously affected by the state of sites on both sides of the empty n-tuple. This minimum n value, n•, thus depends on the maximum possible separation of the dissociating adatoms. Restating this result in a way more amenable to 20 generalization, we note that a wall ofn• consecutive empty sites shields sites on one side from the influence of those on the other. This property allows solution of this minimal hierarchy by exact truncation, as well as determination of all other quantities characterizing the statistics (but possibly only after extensive analysis 14 • 15 ) . In the special case of immobile filling, n• = 4 and the saturation coverage equals 0.4019. This process is isomorphic to the random filling of 4-tuples of sites (which has a saturation coverage of2X0.4019).
It should be clear that a broad range of 10 lattice processes, involving both filling and transient mobility, are exactly solvable by methods described above. This is still true if previously adsorbed adatoms can be dislodged during the transient motion.
APPENDIX B: REAL SPACE RENORMALIZATION GROUP (RG) ANALYSIS
To analyze percolation of c(2X2) islands (at saturation), we consider small cell renormalization on the appro- . 24 Clearly Ge determines Pc.
Standard cell-to-cell transformation procedures can also be used to determine Ge and v, presumably more accurately. 24 "Ghost-field" renormalization techniques allow one to obtain a second independent, and thus all, scaling exponents. 38 R values here will be obtained from computer simulation. For convenience, we set Ka +Ky= 1. We now present results for immobile filling, first for site-to-cell RG transformations and type (i) connectivity. from percolation than that for NNN2, which, in turn, is further than that for immobile filling.
We also comment on a simple one-parameter attempt to account for "interfacing errors", 38 and neglect of longer range correlations, in the above treatment. This procedure considers the probability G 'G ' that two adjacent cells are individually spanned and connected. 39 By analogy with siteto-cell transformation procedures, G equals Ge here when 
